
THE DESKSHELF

 Check you have all the parts - 1

Desk-top, 3 Legs, 1 Shelf

 Keep Desk-top in an upside-down

position with groves facing

upwards, it has numbers

mentioned inside the groves.

 All three legs also have numbers

written on a white sticker.

 Match grove number with the

appropriate leg for a perfect fit.

 Slide one end of the leg into the

grove and push the lower part

gently to fit the other end. Repeat

the process for the other two legs

with tray groves facing each other.

After putting all the legs in place,

turn the desk-top and place it on

the table.

Take the Aluminium Shelf and put

it from behind the deskshelf in the

groves made to hold it.

Your Workspace is ready to hold

any kind of monitor and laptop.
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Steps to assemble:

KEY POINTS

 Make sure Legs are properly

placed.

Legs are made a little tight so

as to make them stable.

Make sure all legs are aligned

at the right groves.

The legs with CUT EDGES are

to be put behind so that you

can slide the tray from the

back.

It's a fixed shelf, not a sliding

tray.

At any point, while assembling,

if you face issues, message us:
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On Etsy

Instagram - @deskVue

Mail - deskvue@gmail.com

Whatsapp - +919582192192



OTHER UPCOMING
PRODUCTS

Desktop Table

Wireless Charger

Wall mount

Leather Deskmat

 

We feel glad to introduce you to the

best handmade wooden products

to enhance the appearance and

organization of your workstation. 

Providing you with a desk shelf

built with 100% premium plywood,

Solid wood with a natural cork

base, and merino wool padding. 

Our main objective is to deliver

quality products that make your

work area more spacious and

appealing. We manufacture in

India, that is why don't charge a

hefty amount and provide the

products with the best value

guaranteed.

Customization is also available. 

You can take the opportunity to

create your own sizing.

Tell your friends and

family

Share your experience on

Etsy(Get $10 Cashback)

Connect with us on

Facebook and Instagram

We're happy that you're

happy. If you don't know how

to express your newfound joy,

we've got a few suggestions.

HAPPY?OUR STORY

Our friendly customer service

team will work hard to put a

smile on your face. Connect

here:

UNHAPPY?

On Etsy

Instagram - @deskVue

Mail - deskvue@gmail.com

Whatsapp - +919582192192


